ST. JOSEPH’S SCHOOL, NAINI, PRAYAGRAJ
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
Class -1
ENGLISH LITERATURE:*Read and learn lesson -1 and 2(Poem, Hard words, Word-meaning, Make sentences,
Question /Answer and book exercises.
*Read lesson -3(Learn hard words and word meaning given in your text book)
CURSIVE WRITING:*Do one page cursive writing daily in your cursive writing book.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE:*Revise Lesson -1(Alphabet pool) and Do the exercises given on page no-13,14 and15.
*Activity-(1)Write 5 lines How you spend your days during this lockdown.(In three in one copy)
(2)-Read any two new stories and write the new words you come across while reading the
story.(In three in one copy)
E. V. S:*Read lesson 1,2and 3
*Learn lesson -1 Complete the following ( Myself)
*Learn lesson -2
1. Give one word answer
2. True /false
3. Fill in the blanks
4.Match with numbers
5. Answer the following questions
*And draw any five part of body from page number ( 7) in the rough copy
Book -Do page numbers 7,9,10,13,16 B and 17 E

MATHS:1: Revise Lesson-1, Numbers 1 to 10 and do Backward and Forward Counting on page no. 6,
Before, After and Between on page no. 7 and More and Less on page no. 8 in the Maths Book.
2: Do Practice Section of Lesson-1, Numbers 1 to 10, given after page no.134 in the book.
3:Learn tables from 2 to 5 and write it in your 3-in-1 copy.
4: Write numbers and number names from 1 to 50 in your 3-in-1 copy and practice it.
5: Lesson 2, Addition 1 to 10
*Do Exercise Count the number of objects and write how many are there on page no.9 and
Exercise Count and Write How many are there on page no. 10 and Exercise Count, Say and
Write the numbers in empty boxes on page no. 11 in the book.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE :1.Write all work in your G.K copy.
2.Draw the pictures of and name them:-- Any 5 flowers
-- Any 4 uses of water
3.Plant any one sapling (small plant) on your own and click the photograph showing your
plantation and send it on e- care pro app ,it will be shown on classroom smart board.
4.Write the current affairs in your G.K. copy and answer them correctly.

COMPUTER:Q1. Learn characteristics of computer.
Q2. Paste a picture of parts of computer and name them.

Q3. Write and learn the full form for the following :CPU :
VDU :
Q4. Draw a picture of Monitor .
Q5. Paste five natural and man-made things and name them.
* All work has to be done in your computer copy and complete question and answer of lesson
1 in computer copy and exercises of lesson 1 and 2 in book.)

MORAL SCIENCE:*Read lesson -1, 2 and 3 and learn and revise all the exercises (Complete the Prayer, Question
and Answer, Match with numbers and Exercises in the book).
*Activity-(1)Draw a scenery with creations of God and colour it.(In three in one copy)
(2)Learn and write School Prayer (Our Father in Heaven) in three in one copy.
DRAWING COPY WORK:*Draw and colour it. (Primary colours, secondary colours, different types of shape)
*Art/Craft Book- page no- 1 to 5 do it.

HINDI:-

lkfgR; &
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ART & CRAFT
Drawing copy work- Draw and colour it. (Primary colours, secondary colours,
different types of shape)
Art/Craft Book- page no- 1 to 5 do it.
*************************************************************************

